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Abstract
This paper focuses on question selection methods for
conversational recommender systems. We consider a scenario, where given an initial user query, the recommender
system may ask the user to provide additional features describing the searched products. The objective is to generate questions/features that a user would likely reply, and if
replied, would effectively reduce the result size of the initial
query. Classical entropy-based feature selection methods
are effective in term of result size reduction, but they select
questions uncorrelated with user needs and therefore unlikely to be replied. We propose two feature-selection methods that combine feature entropy with an appropriate measure of feature relevance. We evaluated these methods in a
set of simulated interactions where a probabilistic model of
user behavior is exploited. The results show that these methods outperform entropy-based feature selection.

1. Introduction
Business to consumer web sites have proliferated, and
nowadays almost every kind of product or service can be
bought on-line. In these web sites, recommender systems
have been introduced to help users to select products when
large catalogues are available and the user has not enough
knowledge to pick up autonomously the best option [9]. In a
previous paper we have introduced Trip@dvice [7], a travel
planning recommendation methodology that integrates interactive query management (IQM) and case-based reasoning (CBR).
In this paper we focus on the attribute selection method
used in the IQM subsystem and its evaluation. We present
two new feature-selection methods: one is based on the estimation of the probability that a feature/question would really be used/replied by the user, and the second one that
combines that estimation with the feature entropy. We have
evaluated these methods in a similar way as in [4], i.e.,
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under a pragmatic simulation of user-system interactions.
Our simulation takes advantage from the observation of
real user-system interactions in a recommender system for
travel planning, from which a frequency model of feature
usage is derived. This is exploited to model the user acceptance to provide a value to a proposed feature/question.
The result of this evaluation shows that feature entropy is
effective in result size reduction, but it identifies features
that would unlikely be used by a real user. In addition, we
show the new proposed methods outperform the classical
entropy-based feature selection in a more realistic simulation of user-system interaction.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next
Section describes briefly the recommendation methodology, the role of feature selection in product recommendation, and summarizes the results of an earlier evaluation,
which involved real users, from which have we derived feature frequency usage data. Section 3 introduces the new
proposed utility- and a popularity-based feature-selection
methods. Sections 4 and 5 compare four feature selection
methods with two different evaluation strategies, i.e. without and with a probabilistic user acceptance model for features/questions. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the conclusions.

2. The Recommendation Process
Case-based reasoning (CBR) is a problem solving
methodology that tries to solve a problem at hand by using the solutions of the past similar problems [1]. We
have applied CBR to rank (recommend) those products that meet the explicit user’s preferences contained
in a user query, by deriving implicit preferences contained in previously stored user-system interactions (cases).
Figure 1 sketches the architecture of the proposed recommendation methodology. When the user is searching for
desired item(s) described in an electronic catalogue, he is
supposed to specify a query in terms of constraints over the
features describing the product. The Graphical User Inter-

Figure 1. Recommendation architecture
face (GUI) collects these explicit user’s preferences, and
converts them into a query. The RecommendationEngine
dispatches that query to the interactive query management
(IQM) module that computes the result set. If it is empty,
then IQM exploits the Relax sub-module to determine a set
of relaxed sub-queries that would return some result by relaxing some constraints [5]. On the other hand, if the result set contains too many items (i.e., above a predefined
and application depended threshold), then the Tighten submodule is called to suggest some features that the user can
use to further specify (tighten) the initial query. In this paper we focus on the Tighten module and its feature-selection
method.
If the result set contains a reasonable (small) set of items,
then these are passed to the Case Base Reasoning component, where each item is scored. An item gets a higher score
if it is more similar (or equal) to those selected by other
users in similar recommendation sessions, where the similarity of two sessions is computed relying on the whole session description, and by applying a collaborative-by-content
approach [6].
This methodology has been implemented in a recommender system called NutKing (http://itr.itc.it), which recommends travel products/items that the regional tourism organization of Trentino (Italy) promotes [7]. When a query
to a product catalogue (e.g. accommodations) returns too
many items, NutKing suggests three features and asks the
user to provide a desired value (or values range) for one or
more of those features (see Figure 2)
We conducted an empirical evaluation of NutKing,
which involved more than 40 users [7]. In this experiment feature selection based on entropy maximization
was applied in the Tighten module. The following results were obtained:
• On the average 4.4 features were constrained in the initial user query;
• 13.4 queries were issued by a user in a recommendation session;
• In 2.1 among these 13.4 queries (15.7%) the system
suggested to tighten the query;

Figure 2. A screen shot from NutKing

• In 0.6 among these 2.1 queries (28.6%) the user accepted to tighten the query using one of the three suggested features.
This shows that only a small number of users accepted
tightening suggestions (28.6%). We hypothesized that the
cause was a mediocre feature selection method. For instance, the system may suggest to specify “pets welcome”,
because (roughly) half of the accommodations in the result set allows guests to bring their pets and half not, hence
producing a large entropy score for that feature. But a few
guests do have pets, and hence are interested in replying to
that question.

3. Feature-Selection Methods
In this section, we shall introduce two feature selection
methods that cope with the interaction problems mentioned
earlier. These methods compute a score for each feature and
then select the feature that gets the highest score. The score
computed by the first method measures the frequency of usage of the feature, and it is called “popularity”. The second
methods scores features with a utility function.
In the following discussion we assume that products/items are described with a feature vector (x1 , . . . , xn ),
where xi is the value of the i-th feature fi . Feature types
are Boolean, symbolic or numeric. The Popularity of feature fi is given by
p̂i =

# of queries constraining fi
total number of queries

(1)

where we assume to have a sample of queries defined by a
community of user.
Utility theory is a tool for modelling rational decision
making [8]. In this setting, the utility function maps world
states S1 , . . . , SM to real numbers, U (Sj ), the utility of
state Sj . A state is the outcome of an action (A1 , . . . , AN )
available to a rational agent. The expected utility of an action Ai given the evidence E is computed as
EU (Ai |E) =

M
�
j=1

U (Sj )p(Sj |Ai , E)

(2)

where p(Sj |Ai , E) is the probability of reaching state Sj after action Ai with the background evidence E.
In our approach action Ai is performed by the system
and models the suggestion of feature fi to the user to further constraint the current query. If the item space has n features, then we have S1 , . . . , S2n outcome states:
S2i−1
S2i

=
=

user accepts Ai
user rejects Ai

where

i
HR
=−
q

�

piv log(piv )

(3)

(4)

v∈Xi

is the entropy of feature fi computed on the result set Rq
of query q. In this formula Xi is the domain of fi , and piv
is the estimated probability of observing the value v in Rq .
This is given by:
piv =

p(S2i−1 |Ai , E) = γ p̂i

(5)

where γ is a positive constant. The rational of this estimate is that if a feature is frequently used/constrained in
the users’ queries, then it is more likely to be accepted by
the user when it is suggested by the system to further constrain the current query.
From the above discussion, using Eq. 2, 3 and 5, the expected utility of suggesting feature fi becomes
i
EU (Ai |E) = HR
γ p̂i
q

(6)

We observe that when sorting a set of features according
to their expected utilities, the γ constant does not have any
j
i
influence since EU (Ai ) ≥ EU (Aj ) iff HR
p̂ ≥ HR
p̂ .
q i
q j

4. Feature Selection Evaluation

When a system suggestion is accepted, the user specifies
a preferred value for that feature, and the current query is
tightened. In this context, given action Ai only states S2i−1
and S2i can be reached, hence p(Sj |Ai , E) = 0 if j �= 2i−1
or j �= 2i. Moreover p(S2i−1 |Ai , E) = 1 − p(S2i |Ai , E).
Here E is the evidence about the already constrained features at a given interaction.
We define the utility of state S2i−1 as the entropy of feature fi in the current result set. The rationale is that a feature with larger entropy is more likely to reduced the result
set if it is constrained. Whereas the utility of state S2i is 0,
since the system suggestion is discarded by the user.
i
U (S2i−1 ) = HR
q
U (S2i )
= 0

to build a reliable estimation of such probability. Hence,
we conjecture that p(S2i−1 |Ai , E) is proportional to the apriori probability that fi is used in a user query, i.e., is proportional to the Popularity of feature fi , defined in Eq. 1:

# of items in Rq s.t. fi = v
|Rq |

In order to compute the expected utility of action Ai , we
must compute the probability p(S2i−1 |Ai , E). To estimate
it, we mined the log file of the users’ queries submitted to
NutKing during the empirical evaluation mentioned in the
previous Section. Unfortunately, as we noted, the system
suggestions had been used few times (low acceptance rate)

In this section we compare the performance of four feature selection methods. Each method first sorts the remaining features, i.e., those not included in the current query,
according to a score function and then selects the required
number of features. The score functions for a feature, say fi
are: Entropy of fi in the current result set (Eq. 4); Popularity of fi (Eq. 1); Utility of fi (Eq. 6); and Random, as base
line comparison, which assigns to fi a random score.
The above methods are compared by using a generic
evaluation procedure that simulates user-system sessions
(Figure 3). Each session is composed by some interactions.
In each interaction the system suggests some features and
the simulated user accepts some of them to further constrain
the initial query. The values provided by the user for the selected features are those of a test item, thus a simulation basically models a user that is trying to select the test item.
The evaluation procedure takes as input: a set of randomly selected items (test set), the feature selection method
(i.e. one among Entropy, Popularity, Random, and Utility),
the number of constraints in the initial query, the number of
feature(s) to be suggested by the feature selection method
at each interaction, the acceptance probability of each feature. For each simulated interaction we record: the number
of items in the result set and the popularity of the feature
that has been constrained.
At line 2, for each test item, an initial query is generated,
which randomly constrains one feature among the 4 most
popular features, to the value found in x. Then, if nc > 1,
the other constraints are generated by choosing randomly
nc − 1 features among those not constrained yet, and assigning the corresponding values found in x. After this initial step, the loop starting at line 5 simulates the user-system

interactions. If the result size of the query is above the given
threshold (condition at line 6), the feature-selection method
λ is called (new interaction) to sort all the remaining features (i.e., those not constrained yet) and retrieve the nf best
features.
The for loop at lines 8-18 simulates the user’s interaction with the system. As we discussed in Section 2, three
features are suggested to further tighten the current query
and hence the simulation tries to constrain the first feature
among the top-3 features in the sorted list. If one of the suggested features is “accepted” (condition at line 14), then it is
constrained and added to the current query at line 15. More
precisely, a feature is accepted (i.e., by the simulated user)
with probability pij provided its value in test item x is neither false (for boolean features) nor null (not known), hence
a meaningful constraint can be generated.
If none of these three features is accepted and the sorted
list contains more features, then next three best features are
considered, and the interaction counter (condition at line 10)
is increased. Actually, this will not happen in our real recommender system and the interaction will terminate. We
opted to model this failure condition as a new interaction
to produce results that can be compared with similar experiments conducted by other researchers [3, 4, 10]. In the next
Section we shall configure the evaluation procedure in such
a way that the interaction terminates if none of the three
questions are accepted.
Feature-selection method for recommender systems have usually been evaluated by measuring the interaction length produced in simulated interactions
[2, 4, 10]. The typical simulation proceeds, as we described above, by first selecting a target product (e.g. a
hotel), and then searching for those products in the catalogue that are most similar to the target with respect to a
subset of all the product features. If the target product belongs to the first k retrieved items (stop condition), then
the simulated interactions terminates. Otherwise a new feature is selected, its value is assigned as that in the target product, and a new retrieval is performed, matching also this additional feature-value. The stop condition may vary, for instance a simulation can stop when at
least one among the 10 most similar products to the target is found in the first k items in the retrieved set. All
of these procedures simulate scenarios where a user expresses preferences, one feature after another, to narrow
down the result set until it contains an item considered as a good solution to the recommendation problem.
The final number of interactions is computed and better feature selection methods are considered those that produce
shorter sessions.
As we have already mentioned, unlike the above approaches that use similarity-based retrieval, we rather use
logical based filtering, i.e., the items in the result set sat-

S: A set of items.
λ: feature-selection method to be evaluated
nc : number of constraints in initial query
p = (p1 , . . . , pn ): user acceptance probability of features
nf : number of features suggested by method λ
———————————————–
FeatureSelectionEval(S, nc , p, λ, nf )
1 for each x ∈ S do
2
q ← InitialQuery(x, nc ); % make the initial query
3
stop ← false;
4
interaction ← 0;
5
while (not stop) do
6
if Count(q)> 50 then
7
sf ← λ(q, nf );
8
for j := 1 to |sf | do
9
if (j modulo 3 = 0)
10
interaction ← interaction + 1;
11
end:if
12
fij ← get the j th feature from the sorted list sf;
13
pij ← get the acceptance probability of fij from p
14
if accept(fij , pij , xij ) then
15
q ← q ∪ {constrain fi according to its value in x};
16
j ← |sf |; % to break the loop
17
end:if
18
end:for
19
if q has not been updated then
20
stop ← true; % report failure
21
end:if
22
else % if the result size threshold is reached
23
stop ← true;
24 end:while
25 end:for

Figure 3. The evaluation procedure for testing a
feature selection method

isfy the query constraints, and our stop condition is that the
result set size is less than 50.
In the experiments, we randomly selected 500 accommodations from a lodging catalogue. This catalogue contains
3400 real accommodations promoted by the local tourist organization in Trentino. Accommodations are described by
15 features, 2 numeric and 13 Boolean.
We have run the evaluation procedure (Figure 3) on
500 items (the set S) randomly selected from the accommodation catalogue, initially constraining only one feature
(nc = 1), (nf = 15), and simulating a user that always accepts the feature suggested, i.e., p = (1, . . . , 1), which follows a more traditional approach assuming a posed question
is always replied by the user [3, 10].
Figure 4 shows the average result size of the queries corresponding to the 500 items selected, by different methods
at each interaction, and the average popularity of the feature used at each interaction. This results confirm that the
entropy method outperforms the others in terms of reduction of the result size, but does not select popular features,
especially in the first interactions (until interaction 6).
In this simulation, after the third interaction, the Popularity method performs even worse than the Random one.
This happens because the features selected from the fourth
to the sixth interactions are correlated with those selected

Figure 4. Average result size (a), and average popularity of used features at each interaction (b)

in the initial interactions, and the added constraints are satisfied by most of the items already selected. For instance,
the parking feature is the fourth in popularity, and 91% of
accommodation items have the parking facility. The Utility method reduces the result size similarly to the Random
method from the fourth interaction onwards. We finally observe that the rise in average popularity at steps 8 and 9 for
the Utility method is due to the fact that there are features
with low utility because the entropy factor (U (S2i−1 ) =
i
HR
in Equation 2) is low but the popularity of the feature
q
is not.
The conclusion of this evaluation is that the classical Entropy method is still the best when the user is supposed to
always accepts tightening with the recommended feature,
i.e., the probabilities pi in the FeatureSelectionEval procedure are set to 1. In the following Section we shall relax
this assumption an hypothesis that the user will accept a selected feature with probability smaller than 1.

5. Probabilistic Acceptance Model
In this section we evaluate again the feature selection
methods but with a different simulation of user/system interaction. In fact, in the NutKing empirical evaluation (see
Section 2) we observed that users frequently stop using the
tightening functionality even when the result set is still large
(more than 50 items currently selected), not replying to the
system features/questions. Hence in this Section we analyze
simulations that terminate either when the result size of a

query reaches 50 (as before), or if none of the three suggested features is “accepted.”
As discussed in Section 3, the probability that a user will
accept a feature suggestion can be estimated as pi = γ p̂i for
all i = 1, . . . , n. Now a precise value for γ must be found
in order to produce pi values that are close to the real observations, i.e., close to the real acceptance rate we measured
in the empirical evaluation conducted with human subjects
(Section 2).
It is worth to mention that p̂i , i.e., the popularity of feature fi , is the a-priori probability that a user will constrain
the feature fi in the initial query, and it is likely to be an
over-estimate of the acceptance probability of using fi in a
successive interaction.
In the experiments with real users, the Entropy method
was used in the Tighten module, and we observed that only
28,6% of the times the suggestions were used/accepted.
This rather low acceptance rate can have many explanations: the graphical user interface may be too complicated
and the user could not understand the suggestions, or the
suggestions do not fall into the user’s interests and are ignored. This is irrelevant to our evaluation, provided that the
simulated acceptance rate is close to that observed in real interactions.
In order to estimate γ and obtain acceptance rates (pi =
γ p̂i ) close to the observed ones, we run simulations with different values for γ, and we found that with γ = 0.5 the overall acceptance rate of the Entropy feature selection method
comes close to 28.6%. Then, we have used this acceptance
model, i.e., pi = 0.5p̂i , for all the methods, implicitly assuming that a feature is accepted or not with a probability
that depends only on the feature itself and not on the other
features suggested by a particular method (in previous interactions or in the same interaction).
We run the evaluation procedure again with nc = 1
(one constraint in any initial query), and nf = 3 meaning only three features are suggested at each interaction.
This means that if none of these is accepted, then the interaction is stopped. Finally, as we said above, the acceptance model is now not trivial as before (pi = 1), but
p = (0.5p̂1 , . . . , 0.5p̂n }.
Figure 5 shows again the average result size of queries at
each interaction. It is important to note that now a simulated
session can terminate at an arbitrary interaction.
In this new evaluation, the Random method, as expected,
performs worse than all the other methods at every interaction. The Entropy method does not improve (reduce) the result size much after the second interaction. This happens
because the suggested features, even if in principle are effective in reducing the result set, they have lower probabilities to be accepted, than those suggested by the Popularity and Utility methods. Hence the recommendation session
tends to terminate without using any suggested feature, and

and therefore they keep the interaction alive. The proposed
methods are very simple to implement but they require some
background knowledge of user behavior, such as feature
popularity, and feature probabilistic dependency. In the future we plan to test more extensively these methods on additional data sets and to introduce a user model that can better inform the selection method about the features that more
likely the user will exploit.
Figure 5. Average result size at each interaction with a probabilistic acceptance model

the result set is not reduced any further.
On the other hand, the Utility, and more clearly the Popularity method, which performed poorly in the previous simulations, now outperform the Entropy method. This is because they select features that may not be so effective in
the reduction of the result set, but have higher probability of being used, hence the recommendation session proceeds with a further interaction. A final observation is related to the computational cost of these methods. Entropy
here is computed on the result set of a query which is expensive, whereas the Popularity method is a constant time
inexpensive method.
We finally observe that these results still hold in other
simulations, where we increased the number of constraints
in the initial query, i.e, when nc > 1. We do not show this
results for lack of space.

6. Conclusions
In conclusion, our work originated from the observation that entropy-based feature selection methods suggest
features not necessarily interesting for the user. Hence, we
have here introduced two new feature selection methods.
The first assigns a utility value to a feature according to
its information content and the probability of its usage by
the user (popularity), and the second one that uses only the
feature popularity. We have compared these methods with
an entropy-based approach in two types of simulated interactions. The first follows a more traditional approach, and
assumes the user always replies to a question/feature if he
knows the value. In this case the entropy-based method outperforms both utility and popularity ones. In the second,
we assigned different acceptance probabilities to the features/questions, such that they are proportional to features’
popularity, and with an overall acceptance rate that is close
to the real one measured in a user study. The results of
this second evaluation show that the new proposed methods
perform better in reducing the result size because they select questions/features that will more likely be replied/used,
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